GO Academy
PO Box 11968
Die Hoewes
Centurion - 0163
26 March 2018
Dear Hayley
RE: Continuing Professional Development Validation
Thank you for submitting your course for validation to Consulting Engineers South Africa (CESA). We have
pleasure in advising you that you have been successful in the following submission:
Seminar Topic

Concrete Principles in a South African
Context

Validation No.

CPD Credits

CESA-1284-03/2021

2

The above validation is applicable to the period 01/03/2018 – 31/03/2021 and shall be considered invalid beyond
this date.
In order to maintain good governance and protect the credibility of both the accrediting body as well as the integrity
of the CPD process, it is required that the accredited party note and adhere to the following conditions, namely:
1. to ensure that the CESA validation number appears on all documentation as well as on certificates issued
where reference is made to the CPD Points allocated. This is to confirm that the validation has been done
through CESA, however no CESA logo shall be used with this number on any of the stationery unless
such course is being offered through the CESA School of Consulting Engineering;
2. to submit to the Manager of CESA’s School of Consulting Engineering the following documentation, within
30 days after each event:
a. The attendance registers, which must be signed by each delegate, on each
separate day of training and must include the delegate’s name, surname,
company, contact details and identity number;
b. The summary of the delegate’s evaluation forms with comments specific only
to the quality of the course;
The aforementioned are required to satisfy the quality control requirements related to CPD allocation and
subsequent recognition by the relevant statutory professional councils. Validation numbers will however be
suspended if these documents are not submitted timeously or if there is sufficient evidence that a course has not
adequately met the requirements as presented at the time of submission for accreditation.
CESA reserves the right to suspend the validation number, without prior notice, should we receive any complaints
advising of issues which compromise CESA’s integrity in the use of this validation. Any unlawful and unauthorised
use of the CESA name or logo in your advertisement/s or other material not related to this course, except as
expressly stipulated above, will be deemed to be an act of fraud and misrepresentation. Such practice is strongly
discouraged as it would lead to the need for litigation.
We trust that the above is acceptable to you.
Yours faithfully

__
______________
Pummy Mzolo
Manager (School of Consulting Engineering)

